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5. Abstract (300 words):  

 

Buildings operations and the building industries account for around thirty to forty per cent 

of all energy consumption and GHG emissions. It is therefore of the utmost importance 

that all those involved in designing, constructing and maintaining them try to reduce the 

immense amounts of energy and materials consumed. But architects, their primary 

designers, are still taught that it is mostly ideas in the form of shapes that should guide 

them in their activity; the only alternative offered seems to be engineering parameters 

and technological “solutions”. But users don't want either shapes or measurements: they 



want to be able to carry on their living practices. Architects have the chance to 

reimagine sustainability as a deep engagement with the way people live and can learn 

to live in a light-footed world.  We translate practice theoretical insights (see Shove, 2014; 

Vlasova & Gram-Hanssen, 2014) and tease out what they mean for sustainable 

architectural practice and education in the context of ecological constraints. In 

particular, we address how social research empirical insights can become part of 

innovative design; how a reflective and sustainable visual culture can be developed that 

embraces anomalies and defects (and we provide an empirical survey on how this works 

in practice); and the alternative representations of the user in a “timescape”, where 

architectural boundaries do not define experiential limits. User practices must be 

conceived of as continuous, coordinated with others, materially rooted, and “bundled”; 

designers’ decisions must be disconnected from a purely visual imagination, and 

reconnected to ways of living together with humans and non-humans.  
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